
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TheSoundWell Yogibo Double 

Price $3800 
 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TheSoundwell Yogibo Double consists of two Yogibo Max bean bag inners inside one giant 
cover. The Double is the perfect second bed for one or more. It gives you more room to 
move around than a Yogibo Max, and up to four people can share the Yogibo Double at 
once! Just fold up one side, and it makes a great "back."  

The Yogibo Double weighs 40 pounds, so it can be moved to where you need it. Move it to a 
corner or spare room when it's not needed, and then pull it out anytime. 



The Yogibo Double conforms to your body, supports you well, and allows couples and 
families to play, read, or watch movies together, all in supportive comfort. Does any other 
furniture do that? We don't think so, friend! There's just nothing else that gives you 
the floating feeling of a Yogibo Double. 

Yogibo Double is 6' x 4' x 2' (depending on use) and comes in many colors. The super-
durable Cotton / Spandex cover zips off to be easily machine washed. There's no need to 
wait; order yours today! 

 

Color | Blue 

  
 Outer Cover: Cotton / Spandex Blend 

Liner: Polyester / Spandex Blend 

Fill: EPS Beads. 

Product Dimensions: 70 x 78 x 24 inches 
Product Weight: 40 lbs 
Shipping Dimensions: 

2 packages of 25 x 25 x 46 inches 

A Double cover is included in one of the boxes 

Shipping Weight: 53 lbs 

 

Vibroacoustic Therapy components: 

-6 built In Transducers 

-2 Full Rage Speakers 

- Tablet With Olav Skille 7 Frequency KIT 

 
  
****Vibroacoustic Therapy is a sonic wellness platform which helps balance inner systems 
and is the easiest way to reduce mental, emotional and physical stress daily. 
It helps increase life quality and reduce pain, insomnia and anxiety. 
 
Vibroacoustic Therapy is not a medical device and does not replace medical diagnosis or 
treatment. 


